REMARKS OF SENATOR HUBERT H. HUMPHREY

DEDICATION OF THE HUBERT H. HUMPHREY NEW BUILDING

Washington, D. C.

November 1, 1977

Mr. President, Vice President Mondale, Secretary Califano, Mr. Solomon, Chaplain Elson, distinguished colleagues and countrymen, dear friends...

When my colleagues in the Congress passed a bill to name this important federal building for me, I warned them - I promised them - that the gesture left me speechless. Words still are inadequate to express my delight and gratitude.

I do, however, want to say a special word of thanks to my friend Bob Dole, who sparked this whole occasion. It's not often in this town that a Kansas Republican takes the lead in honoring a Minnesota Democrat.

I will not seek to respond to the kind and extravagant tributes that have warmed my heart today, except to say that few men enjoy a comparable privilege of being so lavishly praised while they can still enjoy it.

From my father I absorbed a respect for history. So I try to step back occasionally to view events in the larger perspective of the history that moves around us, shapes our challenges, and carries our imprint.

It makes me doubly conscious of the rare and singular honor it is to have a formal niche in this grand living pageant reserved in my name. To know that the principles of social and economic justice, of hope and solidarity and opportunity that have inspired me, will continue to thrive and flourish in a building bearing my name, is a great gift indeed.

But I am certain that the tremendous tributes of friendship that have buoyed my spirits concern more than just Hubert H. Humphrey, and make irrelevant the limitations of which I am only too aware.

There is no shortage of heroes. Among any group of average Americans are tales of heroism and devotion enough to glorify the Lord and vindicate his works. I am one laborer in the Lord's vineyard. Why am I so richly rewarded?

Apparently, people do not identify only with winners. They also identify, and with warmth and enthusiasm, with folks who lose a round or two, but who fight on against the odds.

That's not the same as being a good loser. I know that I personally have been a good loser only because I always have been determined to return for another round.

This outpouring of affection, which I return with principal and interest, has a symbolic dimension. It is an affirmation of values and hopes that I share with millions of Americans, that sustain and motivate each of us to do his best, that give vigor and moral direction to our representative institutions. Public service has confirmed my faith in the potential of the human spirit, its generosity, its idealism, its capacity for growth, its resilience, and its infinite resources.

It is gratifying to know that this building, which bears my name, will house public servants dedicated to the ennobling task of advancing the health, education and welfare of their fellow Americans.
Under this roof, and inspired by the leadership of a President and Vice President with vision and compassion, and mobilized by a dynamic and determined Secretary, new and better efforts to promote human welfare will be developed and administered.

All of them will move us closer to our goal of insuring to every child the opportunity to grow and develop to his or her fullest potential, to every adult a life of industry and dignity, and to every aged American, a twilight of serenity and independence.

I thank you all.
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